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Introduction 
The Country House Library as a changing concept between the seventeenth and the twentieth centuries 
‘The more significant the books and the more quickly the shelves had been filled by an enthusiastic 
nineteenth-century collector, the more likely it was that they would eventually be removed and sold.’1 
Mark Purcell, The Country House Library 
2 
Fig 1: Isaac Cruikshank’s satirical print on the reading habits of the C18th and C19th 
Our books, as so much more than physical manifestations of our reading tastes, provide an accurate but 
sometimes distorted mirror to reflect our lives: they are a projection of both what we are and what we 
would like- or feel we ought - to be. Although the scale, in every sense, may be different, the same concept 
applies to the country house library.  
From the very beginning of printing in the mid fifteenth century, book production entered a glacially slow 
but similarly unstoppable decline in terms of material quality to arrive at the modern paperback. This 
ubiquitous, familiar and in some ways iconic object is the vehicle for modern texts of all genres and 
intellectual weights, the ultimate end point for the democratisation of access to the written word. Today 
we see a further erosion of the physical and material text in digital library content: a further leap forward 
for the democratisation of access to knowledge but a severe blow for tactile culture.  
It is easy to link the explosion of printing and accelerated production of reading matter with a 
corresponding increase in literacy3. This was not across the social board but, before the age of public 
lending libraries accessible to all, was confined to a fortunate minority well into the C19th. This 
combination of restricted access, both physically and intellectually, gave books and book ownership a 
premium status in between the C17th and C19th, with the country house library at its purest and most 
visible heart.  
 
1 The Country House Library; Purcell, Mark; Yale University Press, New Haven and London; 2017; p10 
2 Isaac Cruikshank, 1756–1810, British; The Lending Library, between 1800 and 1811; watercolour, black ink and 
brown ink on medium, lightly textured, beige wove paper; B1975.4.867; Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon 
Collection 
3 The Printing Revolution in Early Modern Europe; Eisenstein, Elizabeth; Cambridge University Press, 2005 
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Fig 2. Hall’s Library Margate, an early lending library 
The development of such a visible literary and intellectual foundation to a family in the form of a 
specifically accommodated domestic library could be seen as a means of power and influence. It was a 
form of trickle down of intellectual capital, with the C17th and C18th Enlightenment values of reason, the 
order of nature and individual knowledge - influencing society from the top down. As book production 
methods cheapened the active collection of books of quality and rarity as a means of showing status found 
its apotheosis in a late C18th/early C19th movement which was coined bibliomania5 in 1809. This desire to 
collect certain categories of book material sets out a stall for a very outward and profile-driven display of 
status to peers and wider society alike: not only were the bibliomaniacs able to understand a wide and 
eclectic range of subject matter, they also had the leisure and the disposable wealth to commit to such 
collection.  
The movement seems to have been very personality based: the collections amassed by notable 
bibliomaniacs such as John Ker, 3rd Duke of Roxburghe (1740 – 1804), George Spencer, 2nd Earl Spencer 
(1758 – 1834) and William Cavendish, 6th Duke of Devonshire (1790 – 1858) did not necessarily survive 
intact once an individual’s passion for books and book collecting was spent. In this, the movement was also 
somewhat cannibalistic. The famous sale of the 3rd Duke of Roxburghe’s expansive collection of over 
10,000 items by the 4th Duke in 1812 increased the library holdings of Spencer at Althorp and Cavendish at 
Chatsworth considerably and notably in terms of the individual high profile catalogue items that were 
carved up between the pair at that time6 – as well as increasing the burden of debt on their estates. In 
keeping with this constant reflection of wider social trends through the mirror of book collecting and 
library stewardship, the ultimate conclusion of the story of the library at Althorp demonstrates what was 
happening in the world beyond the doors to the country house library. It is somewhat ironic that a 
significant proportion of the Althorp library was bought by philanthropist Enriqueta Augustina Rylands 
(1843 – 1908) in 1892 in memory of her industrialist husband John Rylands, as a foundation collection for 
the John Rylands Library, University of Manchester. The C19th social and economic control shift from 
country to town and from land to industry and the bringing of the tools of knowledge and therefore power 
into the public domain can be seen in this remarkable act of generosity and inclusivity. 
 
4 Hall’s Library Margate, engraved print/aquatint on paper; The Trustees of the British Library 
5 Bibliomania: Book Collecting, Cultural Politics, and the Rise of Literary Heritage in 
Romantic Britain; Connell, Philip; Representations, Summer, 2000, No. 71 pp24-47; University of California Press; 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2902924 
6 The Althorp Library of the second Earl Spencer, now in the John Rylands Library of Manchester: its formation and 
growth; Lister, Antony; Bulletin of the John Rylands Library. 1989;71(2):67-86; John Rylands University Library, 
Manchester 
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It is clear, therefore, that on a micro-level, country house libraries and their changing status within a family 
were an accurate barometer of changing fortunes and priorities: as the quote at the start of the 
introduction so adroitly points out, they were often one of the first pieces of metaphorical family silver to 
be disposed of as the economy and society of Britain changed through the relative instability of the early 
C20th. From the evidence provided by an available inventory of the library collection, St Albans Court, in 
the small village of Nonington in Kent, contained one such country house library, and its changing physical 
contents and status provide a sound exemplar of type.  
St Alban’s Court was the home of the Hammond Family between the early C16th and 1938 when the 
house and its contents were sold by the last residing Hammond family member7. In this time, the house 
went through at least four physical incarnations, with major improvements in 1556, 1665 and 1790 before 
a complete rebuild in 18768. Typical of the dearth of direct archive evidence for book ownership9, the wills 
of Hammond family members give tantalising clues and hints at potential evidence for reading and books 
possibly to have been present from the earliest days of St Alban’s Court. This evidence poses a series of 
intriguing lines of questioning. The 1569 will of the second family incumbent of St Alban’s Court, Thomas 
Hammond, states that his wife, Alice [Alyse], shall have 
‘during suche tymes as she remayneth [a] Wydow…the lyttle Chamber within the Chamber over the sayd 
Parler under the Garret there and the Closet.’10 
The concept of a closet has changed over time. Danielle Bobker, in her paper The Literature and Culture of 
the Closet in the Eighteenth Century, sets out the C16th meaning of the closet very well: 
‘In the houses of people of quality and, increasingly, those of the middling sort, private rooms served as 
prayer closets, cabinets of curiosity,…libraries, art galleries’ 11 
Susie West12 goes further and links the concept of the early modern library as being a private, almost 
hidden room within another private room, often accessible via the owner’s bedchamber – the ‘lyttle 
chamber within the chamber’ of the will? Could it be that the Hammonds had already started to 
accumulate some of the most significant aspects of their collection even at such an early date? There are 
earlier inventories, including a 1612 inventory13, but as is common with this type of archival record it does 
not provide any direct evidence of book ownership. As Susie West states 
‘Even then, rooms full of books could often be omitted from the main inventory or, where only partial 
inventories survive, taken for a widow’s reserved goods but not for the entire contents.’14 
 
7 The Hammond family will be explored in chapter 1. 
8 Old St Albans Court, Nonington; Hobbs, Peter; Archaeologia Cantiana 125:273-290; 2005 pp. 278 - 9 
9 An Architectural Typology for the Early Modern Country House Library, 1660–172; West, Susie; The Library: The 
Transactions of the Bibliographical Society, Volume 14, Number 4, December 2013, pp. 441-464 
10 Hobbs, op cit., p.278 
11 The Literature and Culture of the Closet in the Eighteenth Century; Danielle Bobker; Digital Defoe: Studies in Defoe 
& His Contemporaries 6, no.1; fall2014; University of Illinois; p.70 
12 An Architectural Typology for the Early Modern Country House Library, 1660–172; West, Susie; The Library: The 
Transactions of the Bibliographical Society, Volume 14, Number 4, December 2013 
13 Handwritten note in 1903 Inventory, p1 
14 Op.cit, West, Susie; 2013 
Commented [EA1]: Check with PH: he says 1936, the 
inventory says the library (and the house?) were sold in 1938. 
Maybe the house earlier and the library later? If so, where did 
the books go 1936 – 38? 
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However, as a family on the fringes of court, they seem to have been keen to display an air of culture from 
an early time, with a series of portraits commissioned by Cornelius Jansen [Johnson] (1593 – 1661)15, a 
painter of choice for the emerging and aspirational English gentry in the C17th16. For a family who were 
ambitious and keen to show intellectual and social legitimacy, would a book collection not have been a 
prerequisite? 
In 1716, there is another tantalising clue to the possible use of rooms in St Albans Court as places to house 
library collections. A lease of that year lists that there was a 
‘long study and the room going through to it.’17 
The long gallery of so many properties was used – often retrofitted - as a library space: extant examples 
include the magnificent library at Blickling Hall, Norfolk, the Hurd Library at Hartlebury, Worcestershire and 
Eastnor Castle, Herefordshire. Could it be that the ‘long study’ at St Albans Court was such as space? As 
Susie West neatly points out in her exploration of the changing fortunes of country house libraries 
between 1660 and 1720 
‘The result of the last three centuries of the loss and destruction of private library environments means 
that our sense of the seventeenth-century space for books is lacking in visual evidence.’18 
The rebuilt 1876 house was designed by renowned country house architect George Devey. Ever in touch 
with the zeitgeist, the significance of this choice by the Hammond family may go beyond Devey’s being a 
leading society architect of his day. Devey was one of the architects commissioned by another, more 
famous banking family, the de Rothschilds, and he also had a connection with work on the Althorp estate 
for the 2nd Earl Spencer. It is possible to see this as a sign of the social aspiration of the Hammonds, where 
connections and physical associations with the trappings of the right society were key to social acceptance 
and mobility? It may also be an indication of a more direct link to book collecting, both of which were 
interests of successive de Rothschilds and as has been shown, the 2nd Earl Spencer. It would be interesting 
to determine if there was a connection through personal interests or whether this was just coincidence. 
It is clear from an available floorplan of the 1876 St Albans Court that Devey had been instructed to make 
the library a focus, being one of only four ground floor public-facing spaces in the house. It occupies one of 
the most prominent positions in the building, facing south west for good light and looking out over the 
formal gardens of the Court.  
 
15 Hobbs, 2005, op.cit. 
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornelius_Johnson_(artist); accessed 1 May 2021 
17 Confirm ref with Peter 
18 Op.cit, West, Susie; 2013 
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Fig.3 Floor plan of the ground floor of St Alban’s Court, 1907 
The prominence of this space shows the importance placed by the then head of the family, William 
Oxenden Hammond (1817 – 1903), on the library collection, and by association also shows that, in terms 
of size, it was sufficiently numerous to in 1876 to require such a spacious room.  
Some of the answers to these questions and suppositions lie in the Inventory of the Articles at St Alban’s 
Court. This comprehensive assessment and quantification of the library and chattel collections was drawn 
up on the death of William Oxenden Hammond in 1903 and forms a snapshot in time of all the portable 
property accumulated by successive members of the family. Neatly scribed and tidily bound, the inventory 
is divided into plate, jewellery, statues, objects of virtu [sic.], pictures, miniatures, prints and books. It also 
shows the distribution of the collection across the house, not just confining the book collection to the 
library but providing additional locations through later pencil annotations, again possibly indicating the 
importance of books and reading to the daily lives of the family. 
The inventory forms the primary source upon which this research project is based, providing an overview 
on the content of a country house library and a catalogue of at least 200 years of book collecting, prior to 
dispersal. Like the Spencer and Roxburghe heirs before them, William Oxenden Hammond’s successors 
seem to have viewed the library not purely as a source of recreation and enjoyment but as a liability that 
they could no longer afford, or at the very least an asset to be liquidised.  




19 Ground plan of St. Albans Court, Kent; Architectural Review, Vol. 21, 1907, p. 298 
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Chapter 1: People, Place and Time INCOMPLETE 
‘[A] gallery-like space for books, its varied contents of portraits, cabinets and objects of virtue, and the 
significance of themes of personal memory and English identity. It is an interpretation of the room, as 
assembled over the owner’s lifetime, rather than an investigation of his intellectual range.’ 
Susie West, An Architectural Typology for the Early Modern Country House Library, 1660–172020 
A case of seeing now through a glass, darkly, the inventory partially reflects what we know about the 
interests and personalities of several members of the Hammond family through the physical record of 
their library collections. Patterns of book ownership, some more personally meaningful than others, and 
possible social signifiers emerge from the record and may provide some insights into the people behind 
titles. The picture that emerges over the C17th and C18th is a family whose focus was on social mobility 
and expansion: new political directions, new cultural explorations, new domestic settings and new 
business interests. Through research into the lives of several key family members21, intergenerational 
commonalities become apparent: a predominantly conservative outlook, a keenness for classical 
knowledge, art and culture, a passion for travel and a sustained and sometimes immersive interest in 
religion.  
To illustrate this, four Hammond generational groups have been selected for further research as possible 
driving forces behind the development of the library collections, either actually or in terms of their outlook 
and attitude-legacy. Their interests form a basis for the growth of the family’s cultural interests, the most 
visible sign being their library holdings. These may be linked with the physical place and the development 
and growth of St Albans Court itself: an embodiment of stability, wealth and home that lends itself to the 
existence of an extensive personal family library.  
From the beginning of the C17th, the Hammond dynasty is rooted in a fertile mixture of culture and 
religion, with links to the establishment from the first generations of the family. Sir William Hammond 
(1579 – 1615), knighted by James I in 160822 was married to Elizabeth Archer, the granddaughter of Edwin 
Sandys, most notably the Archbishop of York and one of the authors of the translation of the Bible known 
as the Bishops’ Bible, and a strong advocate for education23. Elizabeth was also a niece of the poet and 
adventurer George Sandys, the seventh son of Edwin24. This background encapsulates the early 
generations of the Hammond family perfectly: church, state and culture finely blended. These two 
generations of Hammonds are of also of particular note in the wider political scene, both with a lasting 
physical legacy in their cultural record. Two of Sir William’s brothers, Francis (b. 1584) and Robert (b.1587), 
were adventurers and soldiers, excelling in combat and both visible members of a political and social class 
that can only have helped with the upward mobility and aspirations of the family at St Albans Court. They 
sailed with Raleigh to south America in search of treasure and fought on the side of crown in the Civil 
 
20 An Architectural Typology for the Early Modern Country House Library, 1660–172; West, Susie; The Library: The 
Transactions of the Bibliographical Society, Volume 14, Number 4, December 2013, pp. 441-464 
21 Research from original documents is limited due to lockdown restrictions on travel and opening of the Kent History 
Centre. The histories of the family have been gained from discussions with Peter Hobbs, Burkes Peerage and 
Dictionary of National Biography entries. These will be substantiated when access to primary sources can be gained.  
22 The Hammonds of St. Alban’s Court; Nonington: a Small Place in History website; 
https://www.nonington.org.uk/eswalt-later-st-albans-court-nonington/the-hammonds-at-st-albans-court/; accessed 
29 April 2021 
23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwin_Sandys_(bishop); accessed 29 April 2021 
24 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Sandys; accessed 29 April 2021 
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War25. As physical reminders of their significance in perpetuity, it is these two brothers whose portraits 
were taken by leading society artist Cornelius Johnson26 and that now hang in The Beaney in Canterbury27. 
Sir William was succeeded by his eldest son Anthony Hammond (1608 – 1661) when Anthony was a minor. 
What is also interesting is that his brother and Sir William’s third son, also William Hammond (b.1614, died 
c.166528), was a published poet29, linking this generation with the legacy of his mother’s family and 
indicating that education and learning were as much a feature of the early family as warring and 
adventuring. He published 55 poems in his lifetime, and his poetic legacy was revived by Sir Samuel 
Egerton Brydges (1762 – 1837)30, a bibliographer and cousin by marriage of William Hammond (1752 – 
1821); the possible significance of this link will be explored in due course. The connection to poetry did not 
end there: Anthony Hammond’s grandson, also Anthony Hammond (1668 – 1738)31 and his son, Anthony’s 
great grandson, James Hammond (1710 – 1742), were also poets32. This is clearly a family who not only 
had the time for such leisured pursuits but also the resources and the education. Looking back through the 
genealogical records of the family of St Alban’s Court, it is clear that the Hammond sons were expected to 
follow a well worn path to either Oxford or Cambridge Colleges.  
The family’s spirit of adventure did not die with Sir William’s brothers Francis and Robert, something that 
can also be detected in the library holdings according to the inventory of 1901. As early as 1655, William 
Hammond (1635 – 1685) had set off on a cultural journey for what can only be described as a Grand Tour 
through France, Italy and Germany33. Ostensibly with the purpose of studying European medicine, William 
relayed his journey to his parents in Kent through a series of 37 letters which seemed to have little 
reference to academic study and more focus on satisfying his ‘gadding humour’34. This (possibly 
misleading) outward appearance of academic rigour is reflected elsewhere in his life: although it is likely he 
 
25 Ibid. 
26 See introduction 
27 https://canterburymuseums.co.uk/cornelius-johnson-charles-is-forgotten-painter/; accessed 8 May 2021 
28 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Hammond_(died_1685); accessed 29 April 2021 
29 Dictionary of National Biography online; 
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
12163?print=pdf; accessed 8 May 2021 
30 https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
12163?print=pdf; Brydges may be significant to the story of the library at St Alban’s Court as a near neighbour and a 
founding member of the Roxburghe Club, the seat of bibliomania. Brydges had a connection with the area both as his 
place of birth and as MP for Maidstone. He is related to the Hammonds by marriage, with his grandfather being 
William Egerton, Prebendary of Canterbury (1682 – 1757) and whose eldest daughter Charlotte Jemima married 
William Hammond (1721- 1773). The family links with the Hammonds explain the later naming of the last two family 
members to possess St Albans Court Egerton. 
31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_Hammond , accessed 29 April 2021 
32 https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
12158?rskey=wnW7oT&result=1; accessed 8 May 2021 
33 The Origins of the Grand Tour: The Travels of Robert Montagu, Lord Mandeville (1649-1654), William Hammond 
(1655-1658), and Banaster Maynard (1660-1663); Brennan, G, ed.; The Hakluyt Society series III vol 14; 2004 




9995-isbn-0904180859/1CCAE025B250A11E2E4CBEDE142DE5F6 accessed 29 April 2021 
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was a founding fellow of the Royal Society, established in 1660 to promote excellence in scientific study, 
Society records from 1661 seem to indicate a level of disconnect, listing him as ‘barely active’.35 
 
Working notes/areas still to cover 
William Hammond 1721 – 1773, studied classics at Pembroke Cambridge36  
William Hammond 1752 – 1821 – cousin of Samuel Egerton Brydges Started the family history record and 
possibly the Hammond Bank. Extended the manor house  in 1790 – did these extensions inc a library??? 
William Osmund Hammond 1790 – 1863; Poor Law expert; aesthetic/religious 
William Oxenden Hammond 1817 – 1903; naturalist, painter; religious tract writer 
 





35 The Social Basis and Changing Fortunes of an Early Scientific Institution: An Analysis 
of the Membership of the Royal Society, 1660-1685; Hunter, Michael; Notes and Records of the Royal Society of 
London , Jul., 1976, Vol. 31, No. 1 (Jul., 1976), pp. 9-114; Royal Society, London; Stable URL: 
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Chapter 2 
The library at St Alban’s Court as seen through the Inventory of 1903 
‘..a greater esteem for Aldus and Elzevier than for Virgil and Horace…’37 
The Anatomy of Bibliomania, Holbrook Jackson 
1903 can be seen as the beginning of the end of the Hammond family at St Alban’s Court and all that this 
signified in material terms. The most visible sign of the beginning of this period of closure was the quantifying 
of successive Hammonds’ accumulated worldly goods in the form of the Inventory of the Articles at St Alban’s 
Court, compiled in order to prove the will of William Oxenden Hammond (1817 – 1903). 
 
Fig 1: the title page of the 1903 inventory 
Inclusion in this document is reserved for those articles in the Hammond family collections that are significant: 
the title page states that the inventory contains the ‘articles….bequeathed as heirlooms’, showing their 
relative value both in monetary and possibly emotional terms specifically to William Oxenden Hammond. By 
implication, the inventory states there are more articles, but that these are the most prized.  
The inventory is also a clear indication of the significance of specifically the library holdings in Oxenden 
Hammond’s material legacy, being the largest section of physical property to be distributed under the terms 
of his will. The library listing is 77 pages long, each page containing approximately 25 entries, making the 
overall holdings around 2,000 individual titles, not including the many examples of multiple volumes of the 
same title. This represents a considerable personal collection for a country library; by comparison, the lots for 
the famous sale of the bibliomaniacal Duke of Roxburghe’s library in 1812 numbered 9353.38 
 
37 The Anatomy of Bibliomania; Jackson, Holbrook; University of Illinois Press 2001 
38 A catalogue of the library of the late John Duke of Roxburghe; Roxburghe, John Ker, Duke of; Nicol, G. (George); 
Nicol, William; Evans, R. H. (Robert Harding); London : W. Bulmer, 1812 
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Fig 2a: page 94, a typical page of the inventory 
 
Fig 2b: page 94 transcribed 
It is written in a professional hand, possibly a fair copy give its neatness and order, and is comprehensive, yet 
inconsistent, in its recording style. The scribe lists title, usually followed by at least the author and the date of 
publication; volume number and edition are added frequently but are no means guaranteed. Sometimes 
considerable detail is included, with a great deal of punctiliousness in the fullness of the record, at other times 
the scribe records only title and date. The reasons for this can only be supposed as there does not seem to be 
patterns or any overriding rationale to what is included and what is omitted from the record, or at what stage 
of the inventory.  
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Fig 3a: page 62: title and date, the briefest of entries 
 
Fig 3b: page 62 transcription 
The spelling throughout the inventory is accurate and informed, but there are some indications in the text 
that there may have been at least two people involved in its compilation, possibly one writing the record, 
rough or fair, and the other calling out the information. For example, on page 81, GPR James’s Life of Richard 
Coeur de Lion is spelled ‘Leon’ and, also on the same page, the title Memoirs of Louis XVI is written as ‘Lewis 
XVI’– both anomalies in an otherwise accurate recording of information, including complex Latin titles, and 
seeming to indicate someone writing what they have heard rather than transcribing the information from 
sight. 
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Fig 4: page 81: possible spelling mistake from listening rather than seeing? 
Additionally, the spelling of ‘color’ on page 77 is curious: why the American spelling, and what could this 
indicate beyond a simple typographical error? As the book title is rather jumbled and colloquial rather than 
accurate it is difficult to determine the exact book to which this record refers.  
 
Fig 5: page 77 transcribed 
Format is recorded, but rarely. For example, on page 45 the library’s copy of Gerard’s Herbal is listed as the 
‘folio edit’. Then, on page 63 and 67, we have a sudden rash of format information, with ten books being 
listed with their size.  
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Fig 6: page 45: format information 
 
Fig 7: page 63: format information 
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Fig 8: page 67 format information 
Format is also given loose and arbitrary descriptions, such as the three volumes of Natural History on page 69 
being described as ‘small’, as opposed to Paintings of Birds on page 77 being designated as a ‘big book’. The 
record for this entry is tantalising: the mind is immediately brought, hopefully, to this being a copy of 
Audubon’s Birds of America, one of the largest format natural history books and one of the cornerstones of 
any book collector’s library.  
The information on page 67 includes two of only three references to repair activity or interventions relating to 
condition to allow access to the text in the inventory, with Parkinson’s 1629 work, Paradise in Sole, being 
described as ‘cut and rebound’ and Dugdale’s St Paul’s marked as simply as ‘cut’. The third reference to repair 
comes on page 87, where a copy of the Book of Common Prayer is described as being ‘rebound’.  
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Fig 9 page 67 transcription: intervention and repair 
In terms of condition, there is frustratingly little evidence in the inventory record. On page 41 the scribe notes 
that the copy of Dr Leighton on St Peter was damaged, its ‘back [that is, its spine] off’. On page 38, the first 
page of the library inventory, Drayton’s Polyoblion [Poly-Oblion, published in 1612] is listed simply as ‘old’. 
 
Fig 10 page 41: damage evidence in the inventory 
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Fig 11 page 39: condition evidence in the inventory 
On page 60, we have the first of a handful of references to materiality, with eight volumes of a book being 
listed as bound in ‘vellum’. 
 
Fig 12 page 60: rare material evidence in the inventory 
Indications of volumes being bought at different times are also present. On page 81, the inventory lists three 
volumes of Mrs Douglas’s Life of Pro. Gelert as ‘bound differently’. 
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Fig 13 page 81: obscure clue to materiality 
There are some indications in the marginalia, likely inserted at a later date, that the library was not the only 
location for book storage in St Alban’s Court. On page 53, volumes one and two of the 1817 edition of 
Debrett’s Peerage were listed as being shelved in the ‘library in bedroom’. It is unclear if this was a formal 
arrangement as a library or a bookcase of regularly consulted and favourite titles, suitable for late night 
reading.  
 
Fig 14 page 53 transcription 
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Other notable marginalia on book use may be found on page 96, where the family Bible, a Wright’s Bible 
(1790), is listed as containing ‘entries of names of children of W O[smund] Hammond 1816 to 1829’. This is 
one of several direct references to the links the family at St Alban’s Court had with book use, book creation 
and book ownership.  
 
Fig 15 page 96: indications of the use of the books in the library through the Family Bible 
The inventory also gives insights into a more active interaction with books and learning through the records of 
Hammond family members as authors and book creators. The inventory lists many titles written by successive 
Hammonds, including on page 99 and 102 three volumes of poems, likely written by William Hammond (1614 
– c.1665).  
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Fig 16 page 99: Hammond family members as authors 
This is one of the first glimpses of a link between Sir Samuel Egerton Brydges (1762 – 1837) and the library at 
St Alban’s Court39. Brydges, a bibliophile, bibliographer and cousin by marriage of one of the key collectors of 
the library holdings, William Hammond (1752 – 1821), was responsible for reviving the poetry of his distant 
C17th relative by reissuing his work to what can only be supposed a fairly lukewarm audience40. More 
excitingly, the inventory lists on page 82 that one of the books was printed by the Lee Priory Press, Brydge’s 
short excursion into private press printing41. 
 
39 https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
12163?print=pdf; Brydges may be significant to the story of the library at St Alban’s Court as a near neighbour and a 
founding member of the Roxburghe Club, the seat of bibliomania. Brydges had a connection with the area both as his 
place of birth and as MP for Maidstone. He is related to the Hammonds by marriage, with his grandfather being 
William Egerton, Prebendary of Canterbury (1682 – 1757) and whose eldest daughter Charlotte Jemima married 
William Hammond (1721- 1773). The family links with the Hammonds explain the later naming of the last two family 
members to possess St Alban’s Court Egerton. 
40 https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-12163 
41 https://www.presscom.co.uk/leepriory1.html; accessed 17 May 2021 
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Fig 17 page 82: a direct link with bibliophile Samuel Egerton Brydges 
Other insights into the Hammonds and their extended family as book creators as well as collectors across four 
centuries include the Paraphrase upon the Psalms by H Hammond DD in 1659, a published book of letters by 
Col. Robert Hammond to Charles I in 1764, an 1833 pamphlet by W O Hammond – likely William Osmund 
Hammond – and GC Oxenden’s A Railway Horace of 1862.  
The groupings of books in the inventory are also clues to the possible order of the library, presuming that 
those compiling the inventory went along the shelves in linear or vertical order. There is clearly some effort to 
shelve similar books together, possibly for convenience of retrieval, but little sign of direct categorisation or 
librarianship. The various genre types are mixed across the inventory, and can be presumed to be mixed 
across the library also.  
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Fig 18 page 99: a group of poetry books shelved together as recorded in the inventory 
 
Fig 19 page 96: a much more eclectic mix of titles: religion, fiction, history and family interest 
One group of books of particular note is the large number of Aldine Press books in the inventory. These are 
predominantly grouped together on pages 75 – 77, and form a substantial representative body of the Press’s 
output.  
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Established in Venice by classical scholar Aldus Manutius in 149442, a mere half century after the first 
introduction of moveable type in the mid C15th, the Aldine press rapidly gained a reputation for high quality, 
portable editions of classical texts, printed with attractive, innovative and humanist typefaces that we now 
refer to as italic43 and described by Purcell in The Country House Library as part of a canon of print output that 
were regarded as ‘honorary manuscripts’44. Manutius’s role as publisher in the development of printing and 
printed content reflected his Renaissance credentials and foreshadowed the use of print to disseminate 
information to a mass audience is summed up here: 
‘… a professional who printed his own works or had some hand in the editorial content of the books that issued 
from his press, either as editor, commentator, or translator; moreover, he was thoroughly trained in the 
classical languages and printed classical and Biblical texts from manuscripts that he himself edited, amended, 
or translated into Latin from Greek, occasionally writing commentaries on them; finally, he is someone whose 
reputation in typography is as great today as is his renown in scholarship.'45 
These same Renaissance and humanist sensibilities undoubtedly made the output of the Aldine Press so 
irresistible to bibliomaniacs and book collectors three centuries later, with examples of the output of the 
Aldine Press being sought as essential to any gentleman’s library46. To put it into context, in a library of around 
6,000 books at Saltoun Castle, East Lothian, C17th gentleman book collector and Scottish patriot of the Stuart 
era, Andrew Fletcher47, amassed around 100 Aldines48. At St Alban’s Court, the 2000+ volume library 
contained 33 – a proportionately comparable number.  
 
Fig 20 page 77 – 78: a rich seam of Aldine Press material 
 
42 How Did Aldus Manutius Start A Printing Dynasty? Catherine Kikuchi, in proceedings of the 2015 conference The 
Making of the Myth (ed. Mario Infelise); Venezia, 2016 
43 Aldus Manutius and Early Medical Humanist Publishing; Michael J North; blog post on the US National Library of 
Medicine website, published 6 February 2015 and accessed via academia.edu 27 May 2021 
https://www.academia.edu/10675253/Aldus_Manutius_and_Early_Medical_Humanist_Publishing 
44 The Country House Library; Purcell, Mark; Yale University Press, 2018; p102 
45 New Aldine Studies: Documentary essays on the life and work of Aldus Manutius; Harry George Fletcher;Bernard M 
Rosenthal, 1988, San Francisco 
46 Purcell, op. cit 
47 Dictionary of National Biography online entry, accessed 27 May 2021 
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-9720 
48 Purcell, op.cit 
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The significance of this is heightened when we look at the library at St Alban’s Court in the context of family 
relations. It will be interesting to explore the influence of known bibliophile Samuel Egerton Brydges on his 
cousin, William Hammond (1752 – 1821), and see from archival sources whether links can be formed in the 




49 The Aldine Press mark, a dolphin and anchor 
